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On the Potentiai of Education with the Internet

                    in the Future:

         Focusing on Intercultural Communication

ASAMA Masamichi

a . gsctecodiuactioit

   The InteMet was developed in the 197es as an experimental military

network called ARPAnet(Advance Projects Research Agency NET-

work). Since then, it has consistently expanded so as te allow researchers

and educaters to share ideas and information. To our surprise, the rapid

advance of modern technology has made it possible te open the door of

the Internet to the public. Those who are interested can new easily

access it. We are sure wide-spreading use of the Internet can bring more

and more profound change into our society in the future, especially, in

promoting fluent communication. This also can be really desirable for

an international understanding between races. The writer, bowever, has

observed that among the people of Japan the Internet has not been.used

for these. So far it seems the Internet in Japanese education is mainly

used for attracting students, and even seme experts regard this tool jus£

as something to provide them with entertainment.. In other words,

students a. re ied to believe it is for fun rather than practical use. This is

probably also due to the strategic commercializatien brought by com-

puter hardware or software makers. But we should never forget that the

Internet played an active rele in the disastreus day, January 17, l995,

when the enormous quake hit Kobe, regarded one of the most sephisti-

cated cities in Japan. The quake caused more than 5,OOO fatalities and

innumerable casualties. Kobe was thrust into panic, and usual communi-

cation channels were shut dewn. To make matters worse, government
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smpports were delayed because o'f this reduced information. It was very

pleasant surprise to find the cyberspace was still active and helped people

get more precise information ; sometimes the helpful informatien came in

from outside the country as well as from in-country. To our regret, this

kind of special information was breught in by a limited number of the

user$. It goes witbout saying that the Intemet has a lot of potential to

facilitate worldwide communication effectively, yetthere is not much ef

a paradigm to use it for intercultural comnaunication. Taking this point

into consideration, we would like to prepose some guidelines in this paper.

2 . XRteritet : MetSvatiescag [g)oeg for imternaeioasai UutderstazzdEptg

    When the latest Cozarse of Study by the Japanese Ministry of Educa-

tion for lewer and upper secondary schools was executed, the education

for international understanding was made a priority. In conformity with

this trend, many teachers have tried to develep their teaching materials

in order to reach these objectives, using LL (Language Laboratory) and

'other audio-visual aids, or unique reading materials. Teachers reported

that students were very satisfied with their approaches, though as yet

there has been little empirical study. What is the cau$e of this? So far

as the writer can observe, there are several major reasons. First of all,

an oversize class makes it difficult for teachers to control their students.

Secondly, the limited number of educational tool$ leaves the opportunity

for "hands-on" learning in short supply. Thirdly, there might be still teo

much emphasis on the teacher-centered approach. Although numerous

techniques, with which media such as radio, TV, video, newspapers and so

forth are utilized, have been developed for the purpese of enhancing

international under$tanding, they were only effective in language teach-

ing or learning. This is perhaps because they failed to previde students

with $ufficient interaction. It is ltatural that computers shouid have

taken the place ef these techniques as is represented by CAI (Computer

Assisted Instruction). It can be thought that computers, to large extent,

have succeeded in motivating students and helped them learn various
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subjects. However, they did not meet all ef the students' fLill needs.

   AccordiRg to Brown (1981), motivation is commonly represented by

psychologists as being built upon six needs as in the following :

 (1) the need for exploration, for seeing `the other side of the mountain',

   for 'probing the unknown;

 (2) the need for manipu!ation, for operating--to use Skinner's term--on

   the environment and causing change ;

 (3) the need for activity, for movement, exercise, both physical and

   mental ;

 (4) the need for stimulation, the need to be stimulated by the environ-

   ment, by other people, or by ideas, thoughts, and feelings;

 (5) the need for kmowledge, the need to process and internalize the

   results of exploratien, manipulation, activity, and stimu!ation, to

   resolve contradictions, to quest for solutions to prob!ems and for

   self-consisteRt systems of knowledge ;

 (6) finally the need for ego-enhancement, for the self to be known and

   to be accepted and approved of by others.

Herzberg (1968) aiso portrayed these motivating factor$ graphically.
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         Figure 1. Motlvating factor$
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 Even though computers fulfilied the various motivating functions

mentioned above, by themselves i.t is still whether they are able to offer
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  insights into the different cultures. This is because they are regarded as

  rather self-oriented tools which impede sympathetic approack to other

  cultures. In addition, as Malone(l981) reports, there were variations

  between boys altd girls and between older and younger children in the

  desire to use computers. This might be applied to teachers as well, like

  variations between male and female teachers, and between older and

  youngex` tea¢hers. Then, what can become the most appropriate educa-

  tional teol, especially in the field of international understanding? It has

  been recegnized that the Internet will take primary position over other

  tools. As Hoffman (1995〉 says, "The Internet is a network of thousands

  and thousands of computers connected around the world. The Internet

  links net only computers, but the networks of computers-it's a network of

  net works, making it possible for people at schools, private companies

  and other organizations, as well as in their homes, to communicate with

  each other."

     While the Internet will have really beneficial effect on education,

  there are couple reasons teachers may feei uncomfortable with this new

  technelogy. First reason why they might feel like that lies in the

 miscenception that they equate the Internet and ccmputers. It is true

d that some of the basics ef computer operation are required to access the

 Internet, but these ski!ls ¢an be taught in a very brief period of time.

 And as Alspach (1995) argues, computers have very little impact on the

 Intemet, in that the Internet is really made up of People from around the

 world. This point is of at most important, there is no reason why we

 should do not utilize the Internet for attaining global communication and

 global understanding. Some educators may not enioy the way this

 appreach changes their teaching style.

3 . The Promlitent Featewes of the Xnternet fex ComamssRieatgopt

   The most outstanding feature ef the Internet is it makes it possible

for sharing informational resources all over the world, thus we can

experience a much smaller world. While it may still appear to be imper-
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senal for some, the Internet will probably become the worldwide com-

municationai tool in the future. In this chapter, we will take a brief look

at seme prominent features of the Internet based on its commtmication

ability.

   The Internet serves two major functions;one is the ability te retrieve

specific infonnation, and the other is to communicate. As regards the

former, telnet i) -which allows us to use the computer at our desks to

directly connect with some remote data base-can be cited as one ef those

representative tools. However, the writer does not want to focus on this

function. The main objective in this paper is to explore the way inter-

cultural communication is enhanced via the Internet.

   There are three distinctive communication features of the Intemet :

(1)electronic mail(referred to hereafter as "e-mail"); (2)World Wide

Web (referred to hereafter as "WWW"〉 2) ; and (3) Rewsgroup. Though

there are many other functions, these three are becoming the most

popular ones.

(i) E-mail:

   Rather than sending letters and mernos in the cenventional way,

e-mail messages are created and sent electronically. And we will run

into two types of e-mail during the course ef our Intem.et travels;

Intrasystem e-mail and Internet e-mail. Intrasystem e-mail is e-mail that

stays within a particular sy$tem, like people who subscribe to commercial

online services send to each other. Intemet e-mail 'is instead e-mail that

can travel to anyone on any system, as long as that sYstem is connected

te the Internet, 〈Alspach l995 :5) Between these two types, needless to say,

the latter will be more important for edueation in intercultural communi-

cation. With this･we are in direct, immediate, and instantaneous contact

with people al! over the world. Even if students had the problem of no

friend with whom te communi¢ate, they can find a special-interest group

through the `li$t' 3〉 that brings together many people who are communicat-

iRg about a subject in which they are interested. As the result, students

who have participated in such a group censisting of people from various
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countries not only leann'nore abotit their particular topic but also gain

intercultural understanding.

〈2) World Wide Web :

    As a convenient means of accessing the Internet, WWW became

popular quickly because of the greater variety of media in the presenta-

tion o'f information. Its HTML `) format has significant advantages over

other forms of access; a greater variety of information, products, and

services are available on the Web. The$e are not only presented in text

but also by andio visual means including sound, stM or motion pictures.

In order to access the Web, a Web browser 5〉 is required. And the Web

browser can be categorized as follows :

     (1) graphicalinterfaces

     (2) character-basedinterfaces

These two primary interfaces are easily linked and se users can conve-

niently move between documents to view text, graphics, mevies, and

ether media. As far as the intercultural communication process between

users via the Internet is concerned, such features will provide them with

additional cultural information about particular subject.

(3) Newsgroup:

    Newsgroups are organized by specific topics like lists. According to

the definitlo" by Clark (1995), "Both ltewsgroups and lists are sometimes

raoderated. But as ageneral rule, new$groups tend to be less formal and

iess given to rigorous academic debate, more oriented toward the leisure

time and the technical. But in their own way, newsgroups also can be

places for precision, insight, humor, information---and flaming." As

these newsgroup discussions tend to be rather personal, it might be

effective to let students view these more authentic ways ; ef thinking in

different cultures. Kowever, there is a problem that newsgroups are also

beceming the main place where hostile communication is done. So

teachers have to pay a great deal ef attention to what greups students

access.

(197)
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   These three major communication functions have a lot of potential

for intercultural education, and are very effective when they are vised

appropriately.

4L . gi'ffoptfk tke gpmSereuitaxTag Perspective

   In the previous chapter, some prominent features were described,

though they are just part of the Internet. The reasoR why the writer

specifically selected them was not simply because of their popularity

among people, but because they are expected to be ideal communication

vehicles for intercultural communication. As such, they will be cited in

this chapter in more detail.

4 . X. PxeseRt SEtuatEQees iR 3ageaec

   There is no doubt that Japan is now promoting internationalization,

and is going to take an active role in the global community. Our group-

oriented thinking and behaviors have occasionally caused an undesirable

intemational relationship with other countries. The phrase, `Japan

Bashing', which became so popular in Japan exemplifies how much

difficulty this country has making itself understood by other countries.

It is certain that these different ways of thinl〈ing and/or behaving brought

about critical communication gap. As Gannon (!994) points out, it is very

important to understand Japanese history, which cah be viewed as a

continual $earch for WA, harmonious relations among elements so as to

create a feeling ef effective interactiofi between human beings and nature.

This has resulted in the Japanese are remarkably homogeneous people

who have !ived in relative isolation for centuries. Re¢ent!y peop!e in this

country have been encouraged to recognize their cultural difference$ from

others', and have been trained te adjustthemselves to other, e$pecially

western cultures. In line with this perception, educational policy has put

special emphasis on how to become more aware of different cultures.
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For example, teaching the English language, which wiil become the main

arema for intercultural education. And Row various countries and cul-

tures have been added to make this more colorful and balanced view ef

the world. This can be assessed positively, but there is still a Iarge point

missing. The writer believes that Japanese students need te also learn

and appreciate more the beauty of their ewn culture, and further learn to

communicate that understanding to people of other cultures. Unless this

is placed in tlae school curriculum, many opportunities for transmitting

these fine･aspects of our values will be lost.

4. 2. Laasgwage

    For promoting intercultural communication, to learn English is
                                .absolutely indispensable. Recently English educatien in Japan has strong-

ly stressed on the need for oral communication. "in the last few years

public and most private schools offer a conversation class once or twice

a week. Sometimes it is with a native speaker of English. However,

these conversation classes often contain as many as 4e or 50 students and

a common clas$ method will have oniy 2 students roleplaying a dialog at

any given time. So even though conver$ation classes exist, sufficient

time spent in authentic English conversationis rare." (Asama et al 1995 :

le8) The Intemet will resolve all these problems ; the language transmit-

ted through it is an everyday experience for students in foreign language

settings, and become a means of enriching the language leaming experi-

ence and ef infusing a communicative language orientation in classroem

settings. There are innumerable WWW sites for this goal available.

 〈Vocabulary Building〉

   Some web' pages are useful to bui!d vocabulary.

* A. Wbral A. Day

          http ://www. wordsmith. org/words/today. html

* Cool IVbnt of the Day

       http ://www. dsu. edu/projects/wordofday/word. html

〈195) ---- 60 ---
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Both are the web pages for the mailing list, which mails out Eng!ish

vocabulary words and its definition. Although the words here seemed to

be relatively difficult, we can actually hear their true pronunciation and

learn their etymological background Once we have registered eur

e-mail address on here, a werd can be sent te us every day.

* l7Vbnt Pugzles

                     http ://syndicate. com

This web page is also useful to learn new words. The desirable feature

of this page is its quiz-based and task-oriented format, which naturally

motivates students to learn words in a game-like fashion.

 〈Reading〉

   The Internet is text-based and is always full of vividly worded

information. If the teachers will classify useful reseurces and present

them to the students properly, it will help them explore wide variety of

written material and improve their reading comprehension,

* Gutenberg Project

        http ://med-amsa. bu. edu/Gutenberg/Welcome. html

This site has hundreds-thousands--of electronic text$ online, and mere

being added every month. Here we can read Mark Twain, Herman

Melville, Grimm's Fairy Tales, Aesop's Fables, Edgar Allan Poe, and the

list goes on.

* imPact Online

               http ://www. ed. uiuc. edu/impact/

This web site is full of world news both current and ar-chive. The site is

run by the University of Illinois College of Education, and designed for

ilttermediate and advanced ESL/EFL(English as a Second Language/

English as a Foreign Language) learners.

 〈Listening and Speaking〉

   Some web sites on the Internet are very helpful for Iistening and

* Listening and Sipeaking

--
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 http ://www. ed. uiuc. edu/edpsy-387/rongchang-li/esl/lisandsp. html

The site is divided into seven sectioiks, and `Listening training on the Web'

and `Speaking English' are two of the best. Both of them deserve

attention by leafners wishiRg to improve their communi¢ative compe-

tencles.

 〈Writing〉

    These web sites are helpful to develop writing skills.

* An Elemenld?J2 Gvammar

            http ://www. hiway. co. uk/'wei/intro. html

In this site, students get acquainted with basic grammar for writing.

0nce they have learned how to write, they will feel more interested in

applying in using this skM In this case, the following site helps them

significantly.

* twiden Discblssion Exercises

          http ://comenius. port. net/fable/discussion. html

Here the students can cultivate their writing skills, because they can

subscribe their writing assignment to the web host fer evaluation.

    There are number of sites for learning English besides those shown

above. If we use search engines 6), we will be able to find more appropri-

ate sites for ESL/EFL learners. In addition, they will really help stu-

dents become aware of English speakiAg cultures. But there is mere.

Why should English be the only focus, even in the class where intercultur-

al understanding is taught? This implies that the education for interna-

tional understanding in Japan should only be directed toward English

speaking countries only. As the result of this phenomemon, Japanese

people are not becoming familiar with the peoples of Africa, the Middle-

East, South America, and the rest of Asia etc.. These people have a very

different typa of communicatien style and life style from the Americans

or Eltglish. It is obvious that Japan is a!so going to advance the cultural

mosaic previously experience in other countries. Therefore giving stu-

dents a balanced view becomes a critical issue for the future. In this
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sense, as languages eften reflect the culture underlying, so!ne web sites

are very useful in learning importaRt aspect of different languages from

around the world. Some of them are shown below.

 * Countjrp SZ}ecij7c Ptzges

http ://wwW. sas. upenn. edu/AfricanStndies/HomePage/Country. html

This web-page describes the details of most of African ceuntries including

language, and en the same site we can find a wonderful page on which we

can experience the languages of Africa. The URL address is shown

below.

http://www. sas. ttpenn. edu/AfricanStudies/HomePage/AFRGIDE.

html

This is the web-page named `K--12 Electronic Guide for AfricaR Resources

on the Internet', and various types of information are found there. In its

site called `Languages of Africa', where we can learn Arabic and Swahili

by the hyper text version, and in addition, we are able to participate in the

audio lessoRs.

* 7ne DeParlment of Fbre2ign Languages and Literazfietres at UNC

           http ://www. acs. appstate. edu : 80/bygriffinw/

This is the heme page with links to other home pages about Spanish,

German, Chinese, Russian, French, and Latin and full of informatien

about the specific language and culture.

4 . 3. gow te ActwagEze OitEime Enteractive C]assveeilt

   The web pages are almost limitless, and this occasionally some

students feel overwhelmed whelt finding the site which meets their

needs. But once students have been shewn how to limit their selec-

tions, it is possible to create a classreom fuli of enthusiastic

explores. Here are some examples.

〈Via WWW〉
Goai:

   Te let students learn about the culture of a particular society
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 by studying its language and customs.

 Objectives :

    Use various internet search engines to locate information related

to ianguage, culture, societies, and other countries. Select a lan-

guage and a cotmtry where it is spoken, and study vai'iou$ aspects

of the language and the society.

Procedures :

    (1) Let students identify a couple search engines and write their

aadldarteeSfSedSatOe" a WOrd PrOCessing program se they can access them at

    (2) Let them use the brewser !ike Netscape and select a topic

in that ceuntry that they think is important, then see in what ways

the target culture is simiiar to, and different from Japanese culture.

    (3) Let them wvite the URL address being studied for sharing

the informatien ameng classes later.

    (4) Let them access and share some of the sites students found

and then lead them into a di$cussion.

 〈Via Mailing List〉

Goal:

    Students get accustomed to civilized discourse with other mem-

Objectives :

    Students write and respond once a week to a member of the list

they chose in other countries. The purpose of the e-mail correspon-

dence is to discuss, compare, colttrast, and analyze topics in cla$s.

Procedures :

   (1) Let students learn how to subscribe to a iist,(Make sure that

everyone finds an e-pal, and that everyone gets a communication line
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started.)

   (2) Let them cerrespond with a list on which teachers have

arranged for students.

   (3) When they get used to doing this, help students engage their

e-pals in discussion of various aspects of the topics and subjects

being studied in the class.

〈Via HTML〉

Goal:

   To design ap unique home page with the students of intercultur-

al class.

Objective :

   Develop home page message that is'created in intercultural

class. They will be open to the people in all over the world on the

Internet, and make it possible for sharing the personal information

together.

Procedures :

   (1) Let students get acquainted with the basics of HTML docu-

ment.

   (2) Then, show a range of information links from simple to

complex, and that have a clear and appealing purpose and message.

   (3) Next, divide students into seme groups and let them work

in groups. Assign different parts of the project te different groups

of students according to their interests.

   (4) Then let the students design and create the'home page in

   (5) Tell the groups to put an e-mail address which belongs to

any member of the group so that he/she can bring visitors' com-

ments to the class for discussion, when the home page is posted on

a server in a network.
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 5 . Ava KmpEicatiome feec the }I"astuye

    So far the writer has briefly introdnced the potential of the

Internet applied to the field of intercultural communication. How-

ever these descriptions only begin to identify myriad possibilities,

The more teachers will create their own unique ways te educate stu-

dents utilizing the Interne't, the more the class become$ interactive

or educational. For example, some teachers may use IRC (Internet

Relay Chat) 7) in the class and lead students into the realm of simul-

taneous written communicatien through English. This could not

have been imagined in the old days. In addition, there is not oniy

the advantage of simultaneous informatien-shariltg, but the opportu-

nity to make new friends from all over the world so that st"dents

get acquainted with other ways of thinking.

    Now that the Internet is no longer a tooi just for professionals,

it is natural that more and more convenient communication tools or

software wiil be developed. And real-time visual and verbal commu-

nication through the Internet is no mere dream. For example, the

combination of the QuickCam which was produced by Connectix

Corporation and CU-SeeMe seftware which was developed at Cornell

University has already led us into exciting new forms of communica-

tion. Moreover, the Internet telephone, the Internet radio, the Inter-

net video and se forth will soon be developed. It is anticipated that

many more net tools are going to be invented in the near fnture.

However, we are sure the proliferation of such tools wM be confus-

ing us every now and then. So teachers them$elves must be assi$ted

with 'how to present such tools to an entire class, and how to intro-

duce activities with them that will engage learners in active partici-

patlon.
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6 . CeitcEansgepm

    The above article suggests that the advent of the Internet sys-

tem creates many exciting possibilities for Japanese students to gain

and share cultural information with others from around the world.

Olt the ¢ontrary, the article recognizes that there are many obstacles

to overcome, especially in the way to tie the Internet to language

and culture teaching. It is because the Internet is so new that many

teachers will feel uneasy to change traditional teaching methods. In

spite of this, the writer strongly iRsists on adopting it into the class-

room. Because it can show us that human communicatien is
conveyed not only verbaHy, but also threugh literal and vi$ual me$-

sages. The Internet actualizes these interfaces without regard to

distance and finance. The writer convinced that teachers and stu-

deRts are not yet fantiliar eneugh with this innovative tool, but in

the future they may come to rely upon the Internet when humanistic

approaches are presented. The writer hopes that some of the pre-

liminary techniques and procedures outlined in this paper wi!l imple-

ment and promote these profound educational possibilities.

   The writer gives his sincere appreciation to the Japanese Minis-

try of Education which provided me an opportunity to research this

tepic at Califomia State University, Chice, and also wishes to

express his special thaRks to Jeffrey Bisaga (Ph.D.〉fer his assistance

with preparation of this article. .

                           NOTES

l) A method for connecting your computer to another cemputer on

 the Internet.

2) A hyper textual area of the Net for browsing and gathering

 information.

3) A way for people with similar interests to communicate each
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  other.

 4〉 Hypertext Mark"p Language. The coding scheme used to for-

  mat text fer use on the World Wide Web.

 5) A program used to view HTML docurnents and navigate the

  World Wide Web.

 6) Ways to search through the World Wide Web to find what you

  want.

 7) A way for people to talk to each other over their computers

  in "real time" on the Internet.
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